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Securitization and 

Structured Finance 


Just as the electronics industry was formed when the vacuum tubes were 

replaced by transistors, and transistors were then replaced by integrated cir-

cuits, the financial services industry is being transformed now that securitized 


, credit is beginning to replace traditional lending. Like other technological trans

formations, this one will take place over the years, not overnight. We estimate it 

will take 10 to 15 years for structured securitised credit to replace to displace 

completely the classical lending system - not a long time, considering that the 

fundamentals ofbanking have remained essentially unchanged since the Middle 
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nnovation, supported by technology, is constantly changing the face of 

the world of finance. Tod ,. ore a world of transactions than a 

world of relations. Mo . _.~_ _ . ave en transactionalized. 


ntities with a corrunon ur
ose whereas relations m e two entities. For example, 

when a bank provides a loan to a e transaction leads to a relationship-
that of a lender and a borrower. However, the relationship is terminated when 
that very loan is replaced by a bond. The bon is not a relation; it is a com
modity, capable of acquisition and disposal. 

If we look around us, we also find innumerable instances in the personal 
world where relations bave been replaced by mere transactions. Marriage is) 
one of the oldest optional relationships, increasingly being replaced by 
"friendships./I Employment is another relationship that takes a larger part of 
the working day, being replaced by outsourcing. Relationships require toler
ance, so scarce in a world that is increasingly stressed and intolerant. .
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4 Securitization: The Financial Instrument of the Future 

The transactionalization of financial relationships is also a reflection of this 
larger trend. Financial markets in the world today are replete with products 
that were relations at one time. Insurance risk has always been a relation - of 
providing and seeking protection. Today, this relation is tradable as a com., 
modity. Aided by derivatives devices, more such risks and relations are 
placed in the capital markets today! signaling a broader trend: The trend of 
commoditization, of securitization. 

~ Thus, ,securitization is not just a funding device or an alternative to secured 
71' 	 funding; it is a new-found way of lending a tradable character to business 

relationships, not limited to financial relationships. This trend has grown 
tremendously over time and ~s gnly expected to expand as more and more
Ij€lationships get converted into tradable paper. 

Ba~. meaning of securitization 

i\fXvf [III' ~ r:Securitization" in its widest sense implies every process that converts a 
./.,;,.t'I Iy ~'"/ "financial relation into a transactior1\ 
I)Y ~~ ~~ 11'1 The history of the evolution of .6f;.ance and corporate law - the latter being 
~~ tf-1\~\\ ~'v~\ supportive of the fonner - gives other instances where relations have been con
~~\''"'''\ 9 . ~\l'~ verted into transactions. In fact, this was the earliest, and ar lUl.equ"""'''"""t\\,o· ~ Jt.. '~~~.~f'<'y\\"" contribution of corporate law to the world of finance the ordinary share, 

\\\ ~ ~l \ which implies piecemeal ownership of the company. The 0 m
~ V' ~\.~",;(l pany is a relation, packaged as a transaction by the creation of the ordinary 
S\.L ~ share. This earliest instance of securitization was so instrumental in the growth 

of the corporate form of doing business - and hence industrialization that 
someone rated it as one of the two greatest inventions of the 19th Century - the 
other one being the steam engineQJThat truly reflects the significance of the 
ordinary share, and if the same idea is extended, to the very concept of secu
ritization; it as important to the world of finance as motive power is to indus
try. In man res ects the resent da conce t of securitization still draws 
upon the concept of equity share? 

Tradable loans in the fonn of debentures fonned another very significant 
innovation in the world of finance, which are also a generic instance of secu
ritization. Highlighting the significance of the bond as an innovation, Henry 
Dunning McLeod said: "The man who first discovered that a debt is a saleable 
commodity ... made the discovery which has most deeply aff d the for 
tunes of human race." 

Other instances of securitization of relationships e commercial pa e at 
securitizes a trade debt. /. /cl; 
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jT?e wide meaning of securitization explained above was in vogue before 
the 1980s®John Reed, the-then chairman of Citicorp, defined securitization 
as "the substitution of more efficient public capital markets for less efficient, 
higher cost financial intermediaries in the funding of debt instruments."4 
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rity was then offered in the capital market, we have securitized the cash flow r-(t,. ~(iJ 
Or securitized the asset. Thus. securitization is the process that transforms an ~i1 '-Jv~ . 
asset into a security. and the security that results is typically called an "asset «Y'~ 
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He was obviously referring to the generic meaning of securitization as 
replacing intermediated funding by direct funding from capital markets by 
issuance of securitits't!'.- 

The simplest way to understand the concept of securitization is to take an 

example. Let us say, I want to own a car to run it for hire. I could take a loan 

with which I c the car. The loan is my obligation and the car is my 


"'n,cI--t~""'ate- affecte other assets and other obligations. This 


ticaU envisa e the car - my asset in the ~ 
instant case -as claim to value over a period of time, that is, the ability to I b,f t f'l{/~ 
generate a series of hire rentals. This claim to value represents at least four ~~~;,..M'f 
major elements: I 
(a) 	 originating the transaction that is, spotting a potential hiring opportu- r 

nity, buying a suitable car for the said purpose, etc; I(" \",'00 I if} 
(b) 	 servicing the transaction that is, running the car for hire and doing all lth.r tf~ 


that is required in regard to client servicing; iii"" ()' 

(c) 	 funding the transaction that is, generating sufficient returns to payoff t 


the investment inherent in buying the car; . /' $W'1 ""J 

(d) 	 residual value that is, the value left over after paying off the investment. «" I/t. IU 

If I were to sell off so much of the cash flow via hire rentals such that the 

funding part in (c) above is accounted for, I am still left with (a), (b) and 

(d), and properly speaking, in most businesses, the profit of the operator of 

the business lies in these elements rather than the funding. Hence, the 

investment becomes self-li uidated b.- the cash flow and as an 0 er
ator of the business I still have cream. ' ;,eAh']-'~ ~U":J 114?Jk./' 


~o( what is asset securitization? Litera:lly, as the word implies, it is a process ~ 
o convertin some thin into a securi that is, when somethin which is not ¢: 
a sec uri is conv ted into one it is securitization "securi" is a ca ital L.h,Q 
.market instrument. In the example we have taken above, if the cash flow on h0¢Ib,"I 

However, in 
market activi 
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What is an asset-backed security? 

The security at the end of the process of securitization is an asset-backed 
security. This security is significantly different from a usual capital market 
instrument, which is an exposure in the business of the issuer. An asset
backed security is simply an exposure in an asset, or, as the cas~ may be, a 
bunch of assets. Going back to the example above, the investor who acquires 
the cash flow generated by the hiring of the car, reincarnated as a security, is 
not concerned with the generic risks of the business of the operator. The 
investor is exposed to the risks of the asset in question, but not the risks of the 
operator's business. Therefore, an asset-backed security is not a claim on an 
entity but an asset. 

Two important points come up here. At the end of day, any claim on an asset 
is a claim on an entity as no asset is a value by itself. For instance, if the secu

Box 1.1 Concept of 
asset-backed security 

• 	 Analytically, every claim 
against an entity is a claim 
on assets - going by 
options theory, a loan is a 
claim on the assets of the 
entity. 

• 	 In ultimate analysis, every 
claim on assets is a claim 
on entities - someone has 
to pay for the asset. 

• 	 Distinction between 
corporate finance and 
asset-backed securitization 
is essentially the scope and 
definition of "asset." 

• 	 Securitization narrows it 
down to a specific pool, 
usually of assets already 
created, thus eliminating 
the risk inherent in 
creating assets. 

• 	The fact that the pool is 
narrowed down itself 
reduces much of the risks, 
or at least perceived risks, 
as specific pools are less 
risky than entity-wide 
pools 

rity in the example is not a claim on the car operator's 
business, it is a claim on the car hirer's business, and 
therefore, ends up into a claim on an entity. This point 
is answered by the "portfolio" nature of the asset, that 
is, if the hire rentals in the example above represent 
those from a portfolio of hirers, the investor in the secu
rity has a claim on a diversified portfolio of hirers, thus 
he is obviously better off than one with a claim on the 
operator. 

The second issue is an offshoot of the answer to the 
first. If we say that the asset-backed investor is better 
off as he has a claim on a diversified portfolio of hirers, 
then we are not very far from a traditional investor, say, 
in a corporate bond. Only if the "diversified portfolio 
of hirers" is extended to cover the entire assets of 
the operator, there is no difference between the two 
investors. The one who invests in a traditional bond 
issued by the operator is also, in essence, backed by the 
entire assets of the operator. If and to the extent - these 
assets do not pay, both the investors would suffer 
losses, and almost likewise. 

This discussion leads to an important feature of an 
asset-backed security: Whether asset-backed or entity
backed, there is no value-added merely by securitizing 
assets. The only source of value-addition is by a sort 
of inter-creditor arrangement whereby an asset-backed 
ir,lVestor i two advanta es - Ie al re erence and 

Legal preferenc efers to the preference tha t an 
t-back . estor enjoys over a traditional investor 

as a claimant on the assets of the operator. A traditional 
investor essentially has a claim against the operator. If 
the operator were to run into financial problems, the 
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investor's claim is subject to bankruptcy administration, which in most !f2l.: t1rI~k 
countries is a time-consuming process and might be legally preceded by other 1JvfIltJA:1ttk 
statutory claims. An asset-backed operator has a claim over the assets of the .. ./mljl;-Ik 
o.,Eerator, as those assets have been hived off and made legal property of thej("'" ~~tA/~:h 
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assets are not "cherry-picked," the assets obviously answer to some qualita
tive standards, and therefore, the claims of the asset-backed investors are on 
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assets that are either historically seen as good assets or prospectively believed ~.....~ ~ 
to be good assets. In other words, securitization creat eference 
or the investors in asset-backed securities b so of de-construe tin cor 0- 4--- 1J?-~I;/lt1, 

ration and making its specific assets exclusively availdol 1:0 asset-backed ~nd IZu, ./ 
investors. O~~MJ/;)/~ 

. We used the words inter-creditor arrangement above as the genesis of the two ./ 
preferences noted in the preceding paragraphs. That an asset-backed investor 
enjoys ,a legal and structural preference over the traditional investor is a 
matter of mutual arrangement among the various "creditors" (including, for 
this purpose, the asset-backed investor) of an entity. A preference is under
standably an advantage that one has over the other, and looked at the other 
way around, it is only gained by the acceptance of deference by the other 
creditors. Therefore, the advantage that asset-backed investors gain is at the 
cost of the other creditors. Does this mean that the sum of the parts is no dif
ferent from the whole? This issue will be discussed later in this chapter.5 

Legal preference by isolation 

As discussed earlier, the legal preference of the asset-backed investor over a 
traditional investor is key to the very economics of secuntiza . uch of the 
need for the present-day methods of securitization £isolation, et . would dis
appear if it were possible to allow a certain group 0 . a bankruptcy-
proofing device whereby certain assets, or all assets, of a corporation would 
be used to pay them off first. 6 Thus,fi:ecuritization strives at arbitraging the 
law ensurin that at least some s ecific assets are free from an other claim 
?TId can be used to payoff only the asset-backed investors. 

The device used for creating this legal preference is simple: Transfer of 
assets. The operator in the example above transfers a stream of hiring receiv
ables to the investors. This transfer should be a legally recognized transfer, 
such that the receivables now become the legal property of the investors. 
Being the property of the investors, obViously, the receivables are not affected 
by any bankruptcy of the operator, or claims of the general creditor·6s~~~ 
operator . 
. In securitization arlance, this Ie al transfer is often referred to s "isolation." 
!~lation is only a perfected, irreversible legal transfer. That the recel are 
.i§.olated from the operator means the receivables are beyond the legal powers 



Box 1.2 Place of 
securitization in corporate 
finance . 

• Securitization creates legal 
preference for investors 
by isolation of assets. 

• Presumably, this creates a 
class of investors who are 
better off than secured 
lenders. 

• Within the securitization 
structures, there is, once 
again, a structuring of 
interests - creation of 
preferences. 

• Thus, the whole e ClSe 
of securitizatl IS to 
create a . archy of growing preponderance of the capital marke§ 

9bvious by-product of the institutionalization of 
.finance, which is discussed in more detail later. 

Use of special purpose vehicles 

creatin a ca ital market ins aR-. eve usin a trans
formational device known as a s edal ur ose vehicle. Th special purpose 
vehicle is a legal outfit, specifica leI e purpose of hold
ing the assets sought to be transferred by the originator, and the issuance of 
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of either the operator, or the operator's liquidator, or 
creditors, or for that matter, anyone with a claim 
against the operator. 

Capital market window 

Securitization has the law in its head and the capital 
market in its heart. The very idea of converting an asset 
into a capital market security is to raise money from the 
capital markets. A preliminary question is - why con
vert assets into securities? If the only intention is to sell 
an asset to an investor, it could well be done by dis
counting the receivables with a bank or similar investor. 

Securitization, as the name implies, has a capital 
market window. The idea is to create a securi and take 
the asset out into the market. In other words, the idea is 
to move funding from the banking world to the invest- . 
ment-banking world. This is Simply explained by the 

- an 

securities by the special purpose vehicle, such that the securities are no dif
ferent from a claim over those assets. Thus, investors do not have to acguire 
or hold the assets of the ori~inator directly, but they do so indirectly through 
the vehicle. The vehicle, as art intermediary between the originator and the 
investors, sits with the assets ase sort of legalized facade for the multifarious 

lib ~ l~ /." and nebulous body, which is the investbr"D 

N'fS ~ t\'~ /.\ 
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\t'o \.-\~ • . composite name to eries of steps whereby the asset or assets of one 
mor gma ors are pooled and transferred into a separate legal vehi

cle; this is usually structured as independent, bankruptcy-remote and insu
/ ~ry..IJ '/ lated against bankruptcy risk of the originato , creaJion--o ff~ 
yn./ II ... j/ securities by such a vehicle, usually impl' differential reallocation of ~ 
h IYttJr/"fd>itlTa:t;( 	 risk and returns of such assets to such different se u

rities are repaid from the pool of assets and not from the general funds of 
the originator(s) or the issuing vehicle. . 
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• ~T):1e process by which (relatively) homogeneous, but illiquid, assets are . 
1200led and repackaged, with security interests representing claims to the 
incoming cash flow and other economic benefits generated by the loan 
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pool sold as securities to thlrd-party investors. Such asset-backed securities ,J}/uti 
(ABS) may take the form of a single class offering, in which all investors if\. j{t/,( f/16M 
receive a pro rata interest in the incoming revenues from the asset pool, or IIrr1m14 JIk 
a multi-class offering, whereby two or more classes or tranches are granted Yi t;./J W~ wi] 
c:iifferent . SOme cases uncertain claims, each with its own a -out p(1h~htJ MV I 

ns c ar cteristic yl'r;t f rdtIVJ./L • 
'Standard Poor's expl 'n the concept of asset-backed securities: 

. 11 investo rporate bonds are repaid from an issuer's gen
eral revenues. In contrast, investors in securitized bonds, also called struc
tured financings, are repaid from the cash flow generated by a specific 
pool of assets. An originator sells its assets to a trust or corporation, which 
then issues securities backed by these assets. The securities are usually 
obligations that have been issued by these special-purpose entities. In a 
traditional securitization, investors do not usually have recourse to the 
seITerof the assets; oiUy:to tea ts contained within the trust.(Y 

• UK accounting standard FRS 5 d es it from the viewpoint of investors 
as "a means whereb rs of finance fund a specific block of assets 
rather than the general business of a company." 

• The word has found its way into a common man's dictionary as well. The 
Concise Oxford Dictionary has the following meaning of the word "secu
ritize" "v. Convert (an asset, specially a loan) into marketable securities, 
typically for the purpose of raising cash." 

Securitization of receivables 

Much of the asset-backed securi . sed earlier is, in fact, securiti
zation of financial claims, that' ,receivables. viously, this has been mainly 
used by entities where receivables arge part of the total assets, such as 
banks and financial intermediaries. In addition, to be packaged as a security, 
the ideal receivable is one that is repayable over or after a certain period of 
time, and there is contractual certainty as to payment. Hence, the applica
tion of a securitization device was by tradition principally directed towards 
hOusing/mortgage finance companies, car rental companies, eguipment leasing 
companies, credit cards companies, hotels, etc. Soon, electricity companies, 
telephone companies, real estate companies, aviation companies, etc. also joined 
as users of securitization. Insurance companies are the latest of the lot to make 
an innovative use of securitization of risk and receivables, although the pace 
at which securitization markets is growing, use of the word "latest" is not 
without risk of becoming stale soon. 

The generic meaning of securitization is every such process whereby finan
~ claims are transformed into marketable securities, but in the sense that the 
t~m is used here, securitization is a process by which cash flows, or claims 
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.against third parties of an entity, either existing or future, are identified, 
consolidated, separated from the originating entih't and then transformed into 
"securities" to be offered to investors. 

11. The involvement of debtors in the receivable securitization process adds 
wJ.~W ~I-",t ' ;uruque d' enslO s to the concept, of which at least two deserve immediate 

~ i0 b\\I;~t\t .; mentio . One is e very legal possibility of transforming a claim on a third 
hkVl'~~ 01 J party as etable document; it is easy to understand that this dimension 
~l~ ""~ J' is unique to securitization of receivables, as there is no legal difficulty when 

\M-l i~-'" 'yVIQ)1WI an entity creates a claim on itself, but the scene is totally chan~n rights 
~t., \)tvt- {\, on other parties are being turned into a tradable commodit. wof ' affords 
.~! W"~1)t. f the issuer the ability to originate an instrument that hinges on e quality of 
~~\ '" #,.. the underlying asset. Simply, as the issuer is essentially marketing claims on 
MIJ\'-11~\~~1N' ..¢hers or a claim on the assets, the quality of his own commitment becomes 

';,~~VlI (subSidiary. Hence, it allows the issuer to make his own credit rating insignif-
I (\)\G~J'1· icant or less significant, and the intrinsic quality of the asset more critical. This 
\ is referred to as asset-backed finance, discussed later in this chapter. 

Quick guide to jargon 

Although there is a complete terminology appended to this chapter, this 
section will help the reader to quickly get familiarized with the essential 
securitization jargon. 

The entity securitizing its assets is called the originator; the name Signifies 
that the entity was responsible for originating the claims ultimately to be secu
ritized. The originator is the one who transfers receivables to the issuing entity, 
discussed below. In many cases, the transferor may not be the originator, that is, 
original underwriter of the claim or the asset, but might Simply be are-packager, 
the one who buys assets from the market for the purpose of securitising them. 

There is no distinct name for the investors who put money into the instru
ment; therefore, they may simply be called investors. The securities are 
backed by specific assets and are repayable from such assets only. Hence, they 
are called asset-backed securities. 

The claims that the originator securitizes can either be existing claims or 
existing assets (in the form of claims), or expected claims over time. In other 
words, the securitized assets could be either existing receivables, or receiv
,abIes to arise in the future. The latter, for the sake of distinction, is sometimes 
called' future flows securitization, in which case the former is existing asset 
securitization. 

In U.s. markets, another distinction is common between mortgage-backed 
securities (MBS) and asset-backed securities (ABS) . This is only to indicate 
asset classes that are different; the former relates to securities based on mort
gage receivables. Elsewhere, the acronym ABS typically includes all kinds of 
receivables including mortgage-backed receivables. 

The assets or receivables that back up the securities are called collateral. 
Different types of asset-backed securities may also be analyzed based on the 
type of the colla teral0 
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It is important for the entire exercise to be a case of transfer of receivables ~ hi1 whtru'1 
.~ the originator, not a borrowing on the security of the receivables, so there £pJt",lu~/h I'.U"JM 
is a legal transfer o.f the recei~ables to a separate entity.. p- e ,i~ is Ai. Iljlfvtmt/vf (/17 
,,",,~~...,nsfer of receIvables achieved by a method calle assIgnment of receIV- fkAp~ 
abies. I is also necessary to ensure that the transfer of receiva es IS respec e 

e legal system as a genuine transfer and not as mere eyewash when the 
reality is only a mode of borrowing. In other words, the transfer of receivables t/hl 
has to be a true sale of the receivables, and not merely a financing against the j~A I A, 
s~curity of the receivables. I/II1tt 1Mnt.;; 
- Securitization involves a transfer of receivables from the originator, so it It.lh~j;,/:/.;-r;I/ 
would be inconvenient, to the extent of being impossible, to transfer such I'~rfhl/?'- k 
receivables to the investors ~i.rectly, as the re~eivables are as diverse as ~e t44hj1rliJ IL.
investors themselves. In addition, the base of mvestors could keep changmg hh~ I 
as the resulting security is essentially a marketable security. Therefore, it is /hlt 
necessary to bring in an intermediary that would hold the receivables for the ""Y; /I~/It . 
j?enefit of the end investors. This entity is created solely for t ose of the 

transaction; the~is called a special purpose vehicl (SPV) r a special 

purpose entity~hi , u be a trust or a company, us the phrase 

special purpose compan (SPC)." e function of the Spy in a securitization 

transaction could stretch fr eing a pure conduit or intermediary vehicle, 


.to a more active role in reinvesting or reshaping the cash flow arising from the 

assets transferred to it something that would depend on the end objectives of 

the securitization exercise. / 


The originator transfers the assets to the SPY, which holds the assets on behalf . 
of the investors, and issues to the investors its own securities. Therefore, the 

V is also called the issuer. . 
, There is no uniform name for the securities issued by the Spy as such secu

rities take different forms. These securities could a direct claim of 

the investors on all that the Spy collects f:r e"h:iceAAibles 


o er p ase common y used in securitization exercises is bankruptcy 

~emoteness. This means the transfer of the assets by the originator to the Spy 

IS such that even if the originator goes bankrupt, or falls into other financial 
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difficulties, the rights of the investors on the assets held by the SPY are not 
affected. In other words, the investors would continue to have a paramount 
interest in the assets irrespective of the difficulties, distress or bankruptcy o~ 
the originator. Bankruptcy remoteness could also be related to the issuer, that 
is, the special purpose vehicle is ideally so structured that it cannot go bank
rupt. Technically, it is never possible to guarantee that the SPY will not go 
bankrupt, but the structural protection against bankruptcy relies on a basic 
tenet of life that we often forget: All worries are associated with wealth. If the 
SPY is so structured that it can have no wealth and no liabilities, it obviously 
can have no worries, including worries as to bankruptcy. 

Securitization and asset-backed finance 

f
/ 51! 

f{,y.(vd 
/OM'1 

Three features combine to make securitization: 

• 	 Asset-backed financing 
• 	 Capital market financing 
• 	 Structured financing. 

The fact that the word "securitization" literally implies issuing securities, and 
so the funding in case of securitization comes from the capital markets; has C& 

been discussed already. The first feature is discussed under this heading, and 
the third fea ture in the nex tone. 

Securitization is a device of asset-backed financing. The meaning of asset
backed finance, as opposed to entity-backed finance, is that the financier or 
jnvestor is essentially exposed to the risks inherent in the asset. In all forms of 
funding, the financier takes exposure in the entity that raises the funding, and 
the assets that the entity builds out of such funding. The latter is significant 
because no entity can be persistently better than its assets. However, depending 
on what is the primary source of comfort of the financier, funding methods can 
be broadly looked as entity finance and asset finance. 

As in asset-based methods of funding, the financier is primarily exposed to 
the assets, such funding methods are designed to ensure that: 

• 	 The assets are tangible, valuable and have marketable value; 
• 	 The financier has a close legal control on the value of the asset; 
• 	 This legal control also implies that the ability of the borrower to create 

parallel or senior interests of others over the asset can be controlled; 
• 	 The legal system of the jurisdiction allows the financier to convert the 

claim on the asset ihto cash. 

o st traditional methods of asset-backed fundin rna be a 
secured loan. ecured loan is backed by the security of a tangible asset. The 

e security interest allow the lender to access the asset and dispose 
it off to realize the outstanding amount due. The enforcement of security 
interests is typically governed by either common law or a specific law and its 
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effic ' ust be analyzed. Thus, a secured lender may look at the asset as 'j 
tlLe primary exposure and expose himself based on a certain loan-to-value 

! (LTV) rati . 
--",,,-=>,,,,'T>ment leasing is another form of asset-backed finance. The lessor has 
legal control over the asset as its legal owner. Most leasing is based on the 
principles of asset-backed lending as the primary exposure of the lessor is on 
th asset. 

conclusion: The investors can look at the asset and onl the asset. In our 
example a ove on the secured loan, the lender may seek to realize the loan by 
disposal of the secured asset, and may still seek the deficit from the borrower. 
In securitization t the rights of investors are limited to merely the assets 
isolated into the SPY. 

Thus, securitization results in a mutually exclusive asset-backed finance, 
the beneficiary entity does not have any claim on the assets transferred into *' 
the Spy, and the investors do not have any claim on any other assets of the..l /lI- c1f/l,~ IPI'ZL 
beneficiary. ") 1-1 7. V /./ L-t/:St-t;.dn 'Ut.7i.JYJ s It?: 7/j, 7/j.-jiCY 

~£)rpUfp/~~##~p 
r -I'P /:13: L!'~A41 #~?/~

Securitization and structureo f.if1ance i7.1' 

Securitization is a "structured financial instrument." "Structured finance" 

which has become a buzzword in today's financial market means a financial 

instrument structured or tailored to the needs of the issuer as opposed to a 

generic, on-tap product. From the investor 's perspective, it also means an 

instrument structured to meet the risk-return and maturity needs of the 

investor, rather than a simple claim against an entity or asset. In present-day 

capital market jargon the word "structured finance" is almost used as an
t 

alternative to s . . ation and other asset-backed roducts. 

action 
and retu mvestors obviously has to do with different risk 
appetite and yield expectations of investors; therefore, structured finance tries 
to "create" securities that ar~ aligned closely to investor needs. 

Let's take the example of the most basic form of structuring - senior and 
junior securities. Junior securities are subordinated; they will receive cash 
flow after the senior securities have been paid off. On the other hand, they will 
also be hit by losses before the senior securities. 


Imagine a single-storey house at the seashore. If a tsunami hits and the 

water level goes up, it is likely that all living in the house will be affected. 
~~w, think of a two-storey house and the tsunami. It is likely that the family 
livmg on the ground floor will be affected, but those on the second storey may 
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not be. The position of the second floor is similar to the senior securities 
discussed above. The second floor is senior because the ground floor is junior. 
What makes the senior investor senior is that there is someone prepared to 
make himself subordinated. Once again, the family living on the second floor 
is unlikely to be affected unless those on the ground floor drown. 

In other words, the ground floor takes more risk, so that the second floor 
may take less, but there may be corresponding benefits too. The same holds 
true for the senior and junior securities; the junior investor sacrifices himself 

A18 :'j, JIIInftr r to protect the senior investor, but obviously does so for higher returns./Ilk {Jkrtln~ Since e;veryone has their own preferences, prejudices and predicaments, we 
tpn-Ur pllIllf'Ju, have so many differentiations of just about everything and all are adaptations 

(rti,ii }'1"";A to suit those preferences. Likewise, structured finance does not merely have 
~ /lfl/{;t!/(7 securities come out of a transaction; it actively reconfigures securities to make 
i/1}Jf(1'~· them suit investors' need for risk and return. 
~riftltltfa f'~ In practice, the words "structured finance" and securitization are almost 
rDIi MIt, 'JlI;lj(iJllff:sed interchangeably, as are the words "securitized instrument" and "struc
. j{,,;-I/I 'lIMifJ;rured product." I
~n#{f;)vh1J;ft Ikvi tJllfI,P,1ff!;~Ifl" /) -; 
tftIgJJlIth J~fl"; ~ h /JL #/4

'fW' Some quick features of securitization 

Before barging into a full-scale discussion on securitization, it makes sense to 
familiarize ourselves with some broad features. 

What receivabl~s are securitizable 

A number of present-day securitizations seem to break all the rules as to what 
receivables are amenable to securitization; the traditional securitizable receiv
ables possess the following features: 

• 	 Substantial investment in receivables: The entity must be having a sub
stantial part of its assets in the form of receivables. Entities for which 
receivables are just a fraction of working capital may not find it economi
cal to look at the securitization option primarily due to scalar economies. 
Such entities usually participate in the securitization market through 
conduit activity, where one conduit manager buys receivables of several 
originators, pools them, and then securitizes the same. 

• 	 Receivables in future for value already provided: The generic form of 
receivables securitized is receivables already created, that is, the existing 
right to receive over time, for something already done by the originator. 
This is to ensure that the receivables are independent of the performance 
or existence of the originator. This is different from a future flow that secu
ritizes receivables yet to be generated. Future flows are also securitized, 
but the essentials in future flow securitization are very different from an 
existing receivable securitization@ 
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zation." "Asset sales" is the broad term given to transfer 
of an asset, or portfolio of assets, usually by banks and 
financial intermediaries to raise liquidity or manage 
risks. These are mostly bilateral transactions. 

On the other hand, the very purpose of securitization 
is to ensure marketability to financial claims. Hence, 
the instrument is structured so as to be marketable. 
The concept of marketability involves two postulates: 
(a) the legal and systemic possibility of marketing the 
instrument; (b) the existence of a market for the instru
ment. Securitized products are issued as transferable 
securities; in certificate form or in a bond or note form. 
However, the existence of a secondary market in secu
ritized products is a case-specific phenomenon. Many 
securitized products are privately placed to institu
tional investors who intend to hold them to maturity. 

Special purpose vehicle 

A vehicle, whether special purpose or general purpose, . 
is not required in case of asset sales in general, but is 
reqUired for secuJ.1itization transactions. 

Creation of marketable securities is not possible 
Without a conduit or vehicle that will house the assets 

Box 1.3 Why special purpose 
vehicles? 
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a transformation device; III 
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these securities are 
asset-backed securities. 
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• 	 Reasonable predictability: To be securitizable, the receivables must 
have a reasonable predictability. Normally, the receivables in question are 
backed by payment schedule, such as repayment of housing loans. There 
are cash flows that are not based on a payment schedule, but which can be 
modeled based on experience, such as rentals from real estate. Absolutely 
unpredictable receivables will be difficult to securitize, as it is difficult to 
envisage a security backed by such cash flow. 

• 	 Diversification: This is not a necessary feature, but usually it is preferred 
that the receivables are diversified, both geographically and in terms of the 
obligors. No single obligor, or few obligors having correlation, should be 
able to disrupt the payment stream substantially so as to adversely affect 
the investors. Receivables that are essentially backed by a Single or a few 
are dependent upon the risk of the obligor(s) in question and will not have 
the benefit of diversification. Note that in absence of diversification, struc
tured finance securities cannot be created, but one of the fundamental 
principles of structuring is diversity. 

Creation of security 

A si . icant distinction between securitization a asset sales is at the for
mer results in creation of marketable securities, and fi"lIIrTrI,....f!.,-:rname "securiti



rl 
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transferred by the originator and create securities based on such assets. 
Therefore, a vehicle is required to serve as an intermediary between the orig
inator and the investors. But for such a vehicle, a transfer of assets between 
the originator and the investors will be a direct bilateral transfer and any 
further disposal thereof by the investors will be fraught with problems. We 
will discuss more of these problems later. 

That is why we need a vehicle, but why a special purpose vehicle? The 
idea of a special purpose vehicle is to clothe an asset(s) with the garb of 
incorporation, so that one who owns the securities of the vehicle really own? 
the assets. no more and no less. A general purpose, or operating company, is 
not fit to hold securitized assets as such a company might have other assets 
and other liabilities, each of which might interfere with the exclusivity of 
rights over the assets that the transaction intends to give to the investors. 

If erating compan assets, it mig . cur expenses, and/or incur 
abilities, and might go bankrupt, eb ying. transaction. By its 

ver nature a s ecial u ose vehicle' a ie al shell w' onl the s ecific 
assets transferred b the ori inat 
held b 

Re-distribution of risks 

If there is a transfer of assets from the originator to the SPY (and from there, 
beneficially or indirectly to the investors), it should follow that there is a trans
fer of risk as well. For most financial assets, there is an element of credit risk, 
interest rate risk, or similar risks. How then are these risks re-distributed upon 
securitization? 

In most securitization transactions, the risks are transferred in a structured 
fashion: Who takes the first hit, the next one, and thereafter until the last one 
is concerned or affected. Based on these priorities, risks are referred to as first 
loss risk, the second or subsequent loss risk, and so on. The one who takes the 
first loss risk is a junior holder, and the one who takes subsequent risk is a 
senior one. There might be one or more mezzanine security holders; if there 
are more than three classes, for want of better English terminology, the differ
ent classes can be referred to as A Class, B Class, C Class and so on, the first 
being the senior-most. 

It is quite common for the originator to retain or re-acquire the first loss 
risk, that is, to the extent the total loss in the portfolio does not exceed the 
first loss limit, and the hit will be taken by the originator. This is done by one 
of the several methods of credit enhancements provided by the originator. 
The extent and nature of credit enhancement depend on the nature of the 
portfolio, underlying asset, and desired rating of the resultant securities and 
so on. 
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The essence of securitization is that unlike unstructured securities, investors 
do not take the same or similar exposure in the portfolio. 

Rating 

The need for rating of securitized products is clearly appreciated; investors 
expose themselves solely on the quality of the assets with a limited right of 
looking back at the originator. Therefore, it is natural that the investors must 
understand the quality of the portfolio. In some jurisdictions, regulations 
require asset-backed offerings to be rated. . 

There is, however, yet another aspect of rating in securitization transactions; /1 v ~ ~~ 
if the securities being issued are structured, the rating of the senior security 1-~'\V 
[see above] is a function of the loss protection it has from the junior one. That 
is, the higher the loss protection granted by the senior security, the greater the 
credit enhancement of the senior one. In essence, the rating of the senior secu
rity is a function of the amount of securities junior to it, which implies that 
in securitization transactions the rating of the senior securities is itself a deriv
ative. In other words, you do not have to arrive at a rating, you can target a 
rating and structure the senior-junior hierarchy accordingly. 

Securitization results in a rating arbitrage; ratings are raised because of and 

to the extent of subordination created. As the motivation for securitization is to 

see a rating upgrade, it is common to see securitization transactions rated. 


The big picture of securitization of finance 

In this section we see securitization in the setting of a larger transformation 
taking, place in global financial markets. Securitization is a part of this 
transformation. 

Changing structure of financial markets 

Institutionalization of savings 

During the 1990s, a very significant change took place in U.s. financial / 
markets - a replacement of traditional financial instruments with securitized 
instruments. Money markets, corporate bond markets, venture capital, and 
,Eublic eguiry substantially displaced the traditional financial instruments 
~nk deposits and loans - as both savings vehicles and sources of corporate 
finance. See Table 1.1. 

Behind this change was a larger shift in the savings pattern - households 

putting an ever-increasing part of their savings into institutional vehicles, 

notably mutual funds. The share of mutual funds in total household savings 

has increased dramatically and as the data reveals, the money has moved 


@way. from traditional time and demand deposits in banks into institutioq<l\ 
.investments and capital markets. 
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Figure 1.1 Types of Lending at U.s. Commercial Banks 1hllQ
Source: Reports of Condition and Income for banks 

Box 1.4 Securitization and 
institutionalization of finance 

(;) Securitization specifically, 
and capital market 
predominance in general, 
are the result of the 
growing institutionaliza
tion of finance. 

• 	 This is reflected in both 
the asset and liability sides 
of the banking system. 

oRetail deposits fell 
significantly as money 
moved irlto institutional 
modes of savings. 

oThus, banks were forced 
to move their assets into 
capital markets 

• hiS led t~ 
tlon f finance oth 
. es of the banking 

balance sheeIl 

The change in composition of household savings 
also led to an understandable change in composition of 
intermediaries. 'ved 

~--~~----~~~~~~--~~.Y 

.itors, and hence, their lending power fell substantially. 
Money passe~e institutions, which gained 
more power.m 1999, raditional bank loans to U.S. 
companies fell to arely 12% of GDP, while the U.S. 
stock and bond markets each soared to values of more 
than 150% of GD!:}Therefore, banks were both forced 
and motivated to access money from institutional 
intermediaries, that is, through capital markets rather 
than through deposits. These two changes took place 
slowly but surely and were self-reinforcing: one helped 
the other. See Figure 1.1. 

Changes in corporate borrowing 

This clearly meant that the corporate sector was 
depending less and less on banks as intermediaries~~-

and seeking funding from a different mor 
efficient, process of intermediation capital markets. 

The growing significance of capitarmar",et inotrtI- , 
ments as a means of funding the non-banking sector's 
balance sheet is visible in advanced markets and even 
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values of more Mortgage debt on nonfarm 1,317.9 3,289.3 8,049.0 42.6 52.9 55.3 

'ere both forced homes 

m institutional Other mortgage debt (4) 607.8 857.8 1,652.8 19.7 13.8 11.4 

markets rather Consumer credit 526.6 1,021.0 2,151.4 17.0 16.4 14.8 

nges took place Policy loans 55.6 86.4 107.1 1.8 1.4 0.7 

:ing: one helped Securi ty credit 31.8 75.1 263.4 1.0 1.2 1.8 
Other liabilities (4) 552.7 887.9 2,319.0 17.9 14.3 15.9 

(1) Combined statement for household sector, non farm and non corporate business and farm business. 
(2) GSE = Government Sponsored Enterprise. (3) Only those directly held and those in closed-end and 
exchange-traded funds. Other equities are included in mutual funds, life insurance and pension 

ate sector was reserves, and bank personal trusts. (4) Includes corporate farms. 

intermediaries;~- Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Available at http:/ /www.financialservices 

~tr facts.org/ financia12/ savings/ah/?table_sort_657060=9, last visited December 18, 2005. 
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Table 1.1 Assets and liabilities of households, 1984-2004 (1) (US$ billions, end of year) 

Value Percent of total 

1984 1994 2004 1984 1994 2004 

Total financial assets $6,699.5 $16,166.3 $32,876.7 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Foreign deposits 6.9 18.8 101.4 0.1 0.1 0.3 
Checkable deposits and currency 353.2 692.0 719.8 5.3 4.3 2.2 
Time and savings deposits 1,875.3 2,220.9 4,463.7 28.0 13.7 13.6 
Money market fund shares 191.0 367.6 943.6 2.9 2.3 2.9 
Securities 1,565.2 5,904.5 12,245.7 23.4 36.5 37.2 
Open market paper 42.0 46.7 126.8 0.6 0.3 0.4 
U.S. savings bonds 74.5 179.9 204.4 1.1 1.1 0.6 
Other Treasury securities 189.2 684.0 310.0 2.8 4.2 0.9 
Agency- and GSE (2) -backed 12.7 49.5 349.3 0.2 0.3 1.1 

securities 
Municipal securities 251.6 484.7 665.5 3.8 3.0 2.0 
Corporate and foreign bonds 27.5 396.2 497.8 0.4 2.5 1.5 
Corporate equities (3) 863.1 3,081.6 6,521.6 12.9 19.1 19.8 
Mutual fund shares 104.6 981.9 3,570.4 1.6 6.1 10.9 
Private life insurance reserves 236.1 491.5 1,067.3 3.5 3.0 3.2 
Private insured pension reserves 328.3 796.6 2,002.8 4.9 4.9 6.1 
Private non-insured pension 897.4 2,470.9 4,490.6 13.4 15.3 13.7 

reserves 
Govt insurance and pension 501.8 1,645.2 3,186.0 7.5 10.2 9.7 

reserves 
Investment in bank personal 331.1 699.4 958.6 4.9 4.3 2.9 

trusts 
Miscellaneous and other assets 413.2 859.0 2,697.4 6.2 5.3 8.2 

Total liabilities $3,092.5 $6,217.4 $14,542.7 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table 1.2 Rival sources of finance for the non-bank private sectorll 

Borrowing from Borrowing from Borrowing from 
domestic banks12 international bond issuance14 

1995-2000 banksJ3 1995-2000 1995-2000 

China 88 125 10 6 15 26 
India 23 27 5 5 23 29 
Russia 8 12 14 14 1 11 
Hong Kong 144 154 368 118 12 23 
Singapore 101 100 338 239 55 25 
Indonesia 53 21 24 27 2 7 
Korea 51 74 17 14 44 73 
Malaysia 84 100 21 23 53 75 
Philippines 39 45 11 22 3 18 
Thailand 98 86 55 23 4 10 
Argentina 20 23 13 17 10 25 
Brazil 31 30 10 16 1 7 
Chile 53 67 21 26 1 11 
Colombia 18 19 11 15 1 8 
Mexico 37 12 26 10 12 16 
Peru 16 26 9 13 0 0 
Venezuela 9 10 15 11 4 9 
CzechRepublic 75 52 15 19 10 19 
Hungary 24 36 18 30 57 49 
Poland 18 30 6 10 11 18 
Israel 70 87 5 8 1 4 
Saudi Arabia 25 29 11 16 0 0 
South Africa 58 68 10 15 2 4 

Sources: IMF International Financial Statistics; national data; BIS statistics. 

in emerging markets, as shown in the Table 1.2. The overall trend towards 
end-user co orates accessin resourc 'tal markets b offeri 
various forms of securities is call disintermediation 

Securitization and disintermediation 

Securitization has contributed to the pressures of disintermediation in more 
ways than one. Firstly, it allowed well-rated corporates to access resources 
cheaper than traditional capital market instruments such as bonds, and there
fore, offered an added incentive to disintermediate. Secondly, it allowed even 
lower-rated corporates or corporates from emerging markets to sell their secu
rities in the capital markets. Thirdly, the working capital needs that were 
mostly funded by the banking system have also moved into capi tal markets 
by devices such as asset-backed commercial paper. Fourthly, capital markets 
are still by and large closed for the start-up capital needed by small and 
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medium enterprises s largely on the commercial banking system. / 
Even this need" asmg y eing t by capital markets through new instru- . 
ments such a primary market CDOs practiced in South Korea, for example. 

Like the their dependence on the traditional 
deposit. BA Banking Journal ran a s ey in May and June 1998 titled: "Has 
traditional " ast"?" [this probably referred to the toaster's 
apparent obsolescence due to the microwave] . The survey showed that six out 
of ten banks saw loan demand outstripping available deposits and nearly half 
of the banks surveyed were tapping non-deposit sources for funding. And 
this was mid-1998! 

The institutionalization of savings had yet another visible impact - reducing 
the share of bank funding to larger corporates, who were trying to reduce 
their cost of borrowing by approaching the capital markets by issuing corpo
rate bonds and commercial paper, and securitization. As seen in the chart 
above, the share of corporate loans in banks' total assets came down from over 
4,0% in 1983 to just about 25% near 1998. Larger corporate clients of banks 
simply moved away from the banks to the capital markets. 

With more money flowing through the capital markets, securitization was 
bound to happen on the scale at which we are seeing it today. Part of the 
demand for securitization comes from those financial intermediaries who are 
trying to keep up their lending, in spite of falling deposits, through securiti
zation. In part, the demand comes from corporates looking at securitization as 
an efficient, cost effective, capital market-driven means of funding. 

Securitization: changing the face of banking 

Note the quotation that began this chapter, which says: Securitization is 
slowly but definitely changing the face of modem banking and by the new 
millennium would transform banking into a new-look function. 

Banks are increasingly facing the threat of disintermediation. When asked 
why he robbed banks, the infamous American criminal Willie Sutton replied: 
"That's where the money is." No longer, banks would say! In a world of secu
ritized assets, banks have di~d the distinction between tradi
tional bank lending and secur~ingC¥rifies this situation. 

Traditional bank lendin ha four function :,priginatin,g,bmding, servicing 
and monitoring. Originating m . g the loan; funding implies that the 
loan is held on the balance sheet; servicing means collecting the payments 
of interest and principal, and monitoring refers to conducting periodic sur
veillance to ensure that the borrower has maintained the financial ability to 
service the loan. Securitized lending introduces sibility of selling assets 
on a bigger scale and eliminating the need forg an onitoring. 

I ndin function has onI three ste s - or' inate, sell and 
~rvice. This chan e -step process function has been 
described as e fragmentation o. separation of traditional lending. 
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Capital markets fuels securitization 

The fuel for the disintermediation market has been provided by the capital 
markets. 

• 	 Professional and publicly available ratings of borrowers have eliminated 
the informational advantage of financial intermediaries. Imagine a market 
without rating agencies: Anyone who has exposure in any product or 
entity has to appraise that entity. Obviously, only those who are able to 
employ advanced analytical skills will survive. However, the availability 
of professional and systematically conducted ratings has enabled lay 
investors to rely on the rating company's professional judgment and invest 
directly in the products or instruments of the user entities rather than to go 
through financial intermediaries. 

• 	 The development of capital markets has re-defined the role of bank regula
tors. A bank supervisory body is concerned about the risk concentrations 
taken by a bank. The more the risk undertaken, the more is the requirement 
of regulatory capital. On the other hand, if the same assets were distributed 
through the capital market to investors, the risk is divided and the only task 
of the regulator is that the risk inherent in the product is properly disclosed. 
The market sets its own price for risk - the higher the risk, the higher the 
return required. 

Capital markets tend to align risk to risk takers. Free of the constraints 
imposed by regulators and risk-averse depositors and bank shareholders, 
capital markets efficiently align risk preferences and tolerances with issuers 
(borrowers) by giving providers of funds (capital market investors) only the 
necessary and preferred information. Any remaining informational advan
tage for banks is frequently offset by other features of the capital markets - the 
variety of offering methods, flexibility of timing and other structural options. 
For borrowers able to access capital markets directly, the cost ol capital will be 
reduced according to the confidence that the investor has in the relevance and 
accuracy of the provided information. 

As capital markets become more complete, financial intermediaries become 
less important as contact points between borrowers and savers. They become 
more important, however, as specialists that (1) complete markets by providing 
new products and services, (2) transfer and distribute various risks via structured 
deals, and (3) leverage their traditional skills of creation of credit assets by an 
underwriting process that selects the good borrowers and rejects the bad ones. 
These changes represent a shift away from the administrative structures of tradi
tionallending to market-oriented structures for allocating money and capital. 

In this sense, securitization is not really synonymous with disintermedia
tion, but distribution of intermediary functions among specialist agencies. 

Securitization and financial disintermediation 

Securitization is often said to result in financial disintermediation, by allowing 
..corporate customers to raise resources directly from the capital markets. This 
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As was discussed earlier, if ne imagines a financial world without securi- / 

ties (and such a world is only' aginary), all financial transactions will be car- r/ (J / J/Pllfl;f{J 

ried only as one-to-one ,_~ or e Ie, if a company needs a loan, it ILl.- ~
J 

will have to seek such loan from lenders, d the lenders will have to estab- .•.JIH~ 

lish a one-to-one relations p WI e company. Each lender has to under- bm(11l.(A 

stand the borrowing company, and to look after rus loan. This i .__ ., ult, 

a ere ars a financial intermediary, such as bank in this case, 

which pools funds fro a group of such investors, and ~u;Ss:eesstth~ese:~~~::::~ 
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' funds to lend pany. Now, let us suppose the compan securitizes 
the loan, and issues debentures to the investors. Will this eliminate ee 
for the intermediary bank? Investors can each lend to the company directly 

Sf!~tp~'"-U ts, in the form of a security that is easy to a raise and is 

tilities added by financial intermediaries 

A financial intermediary initially came into the picture to avoid the difficulties 
in a direct lender-borrower relationsrup between the company and investors. 
The difficulties could have been one or more of the following: 

(a) 	 Transactional difficulty: An average small investor would have a small 
amount to lend, whereas the company's needs are massive. The inter
mediary bank pools the funds from small investors to meet the typical 

llist agencies. 

ion, by allowing 
tal markets. This 

needs of the company. The intermediary may 
issue its own security of smaller value. Box 1.5 Securitization and 

(b) Informational difficulty: An average small disintermediation 
investor would either be unaware of the borrower 
company or would not know how to appraise or 
manage the loan. The intermediary fills this gap. 

(c) Perceived risk: The risk investors perceive in 
investing in a bank may be much less than that of 
investing directly in a company, although in reality 
the financial risk of the company is transposed on 
the bank. However, the bank is a pool of such indi
vidual risks, and so the investors' preference of a 
bank to the borrower company is reasonable. 

Securitization of the loan into bonds or debentures 
!ills all the three difficulties mentioned above, and so 

voids the need for direct' rmediation. It avoids the 
transactional difflculty by reaking ,the lumpy loan 
into marketable 10tB It avo ds informational difficulty 
because the securitized p, oduct is offered generally 
by way of a public offer, nd its essential features are 
well disclosed. It avoids the perceived risk difficulty 

~V.1(1\Aj\r-~~~ 

• No doubt, securitization 
adds power to the process 
of disintermediation, asjL 
moves more and more 
assets into the capital 
market directly. 

<!l However, securitization
I merely changes the role of 
~financial intermediaries. 

• They partly become asset 
I freators and processors, as 
• in the mortgage markets. 

EJ And partly, they become 
facilitators of the process 
of securitization, as in the 
case of asset-backed 
commercial paper. 
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also, as the instrument is generally well secured and is rated for the investors' 
satisfaction. 

Securitization changes the function of intermediation 

It is true that securitization leads to a degree of disintermediation. Disinter
mediation is one of the important aims of a present-day corporate treasurer, as 
by leap-frogging the intermediary, the company intends to reduce the cost of its 
finances. Hence, securitization has been employed to disintermediate. 

It is, however, important to understand that securitization does not elimi
nate the need for the intermediary; it merely redefines the intermediary's role. 
Let us revert to the above example. If the company mentioned above is issu
ing debentures to the public to replace a bank loan, is it eliminating the inter
mediary altogetherZJt may possibly avoid the bank as an intermediary in the 
financial flow, but would still need the services of an investment banker to 

ccessfull conclude the issue of debentures. 

* 

Hence, securitization changes the basic role of financial intermediaries. 
Traditionally, financial intermediaries have emerged to make a transaction 
possible by performing a pooling function and have contributed to reduce the 
investors' perceived risk by substituting their own security for that of the end 
user. Securitization puts these services of the intermediary in the background 
by making it possible for the end-user to offer these features in the form of the 
security; in which case, the focus shifts to the more essential function of a 
fjnancial intermediary - distributing a financial product. As in the above case, 
where the bank acting as the earlier intermediary was eliminated and the 
services of an investment banker were sought to distribute' a debenture issue, 
the focus shifted from the pooling utility provided by the banker to the dis
tribution utility provided by the investment banker. 

This has happened to physical products as well. With standardization, 
packaging and branding of physical products, the role of intermediary 
traders, particularly retailers, shifted from those who packaged smaller qual
ities or provided the customer assurance as to the quality, to ones who basi
cally performed the distribution function. 

Securitization seeks to eliminate fund-based financial intermediaries by 
n..---t.o.....t"'sed di' . In ve example, the bank was a fund-based inter-

mediary - a reservoir of funds e tment banker was a fee-based 
intermedl r a pipeline of fupds. , with the increasing trend 
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Securitization is more than just a financial tool. It is an important element 
in risk management for banks, allowing them to not only remove substantial 
concentration.s and values at risk, but also permits them to acquire securitized 
assets with potential diversification benefits. When assets are removed from a 
bank's balance sheet with a defined recourse or first loss risk, the bank limits 
its loss exposure to the amount of recourse or first loss protection provided 

~ 
y itls. Credit and interest rate risks are the key uncertainties that concern 

domestic lenders. By passing on these to investors, or to third parties when 
credit enhancements are involved, financial firms are better able to manage 
their risk exposure. / 

In today's banking, securitization is ' //. gly ~d to by the banks, . 
alongwith other innovation.s such a credif derivatives, ' manage credit risk. 

Securitization and credit derivatives 

,Credit derivatives were developed along the lines of other aTC derivatives 
but have found an excellent companion in securitization. A credit derivative 
is a non-f':illd based contract in which one party agrees to undertake, for a fee" 
the risk inherent in a credit without acting or taking over the credit. This could 
be either the risk of specified credit events such as bankruptcy or failure to Fay 
or could be the risk of any deviation in the total return from a credit asset. _ 

The party that provides protection against such risk is called the protection 
seller and the party that buys such protection, normally but not necessarily the 
originator of the credit asset, is called the protection buyer. 

The concept of credit derivatives is discussed at length in Vinod Kothari's 
book Credit Derivatives and Synthetic Securitisation® 

In a sense, credit derivatives seem to contradict securitization. Securitization 
results in the tran.sfer of the assets of the originator, while the risk is largely 
retained by one or more credit enhancements of the originator. Credit deriva
tives, on the other hand, do not result in a tran.sfer of the assets but tran.sfer of A '1 

the ri.sk. Therefore, the two operate apparently in opposite direction.s. ~ Ultfrt.. Olt +t~ . 
. 1 ,,;-rrtj NfLA.nl 1L 

Synthetic securitization 

In reality, 'the marketplace has seen interesting and rapidly increasing 
application of securitization, combined with credit derivatives, in synthetic 
securitization. 

.synthetic securitization can be explained in various ways  as a synthesis of 
.§,.ecuritization and credit derivatives, securitization of credit derivatives, or 

~ 

gmbedding credit derivatives in securities. . ., . tions are 
but what oes to the root of the term I s e idea 
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that manages the portfolio of security investments by the investors. Henc~the investors' 
securitization replaces fund-based services by several fee-based services. 

Securitization as a tool of risk management 

:.--,,' 
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.Qf synthetically creating an asset by a credit derivative transaction. If the soul 
pf an asset is really a bundle of risks and rewards (leave aside the body of an 
\isset - the funding), a protection seller in a credit derivative transaction 

,exposes himself to the credit risk of a credit asset, and logically enjoys the 
credit spread inherent in the asset. Therefore, though the protection seller 
does not buy the asset as such, he synthetically creates or buys the asset that 
,i.s actually held by the protection buyer. As opposed to a traditional or cash 
securitization that is achieved by transfer of the assets df the originator, a syn
thetic securitization is accomplished by a synthetic such assets, and 
so the term synthetic securitization. 


We discuss synthetic securitization at length i 


Economic impact of securitization 

Securitization is as necessary to the economy as any organized markets are. 
While this sums up the economic significance of securitization, the follOwing 
are the economic merits of securitization: 

1. Facilitates creation of markets in financial claims 

By creating tradable securities out of financial claims, securitization helps t9 
create markets in claims that would, in its absence, have remained bilateral 
'peals. In the process, securitization makes financial markets more efficient by 
reducing agency costs. 

Ii makes financial assets tradable and also reduces the liquidity risk in 
the financial system. Liquidity-related problems have been responsible for a 
number of economic crises, such as those occurred in Southeast Asia in 1997. 
Securitization can help financial intermediaries to better manage asset liabil
ity mismatches and therefore avert liquidity problems. The result is that the 
need for risk capital, among other things, to support liquidity is also reduced. 

2. Disperses holding of financial assets 

The basic intent of securitization is to spread financial assets among as many 
~avers as possible. With this end, the security is designed in marketable lots, 
which tesult in dispersion of financial assets. 

One should not underestimate the significance of this factor because most 
of the recently developed securitizations have been lapped up by institutional 
investors. Lay investors need a certain cooling-off period before they under
stand a financial innovation. While other esoteric securitization classes may 
be too sophisticated for retail investors to understand, matured asset classes 
such as mortgages are attractive to retail investors. 

3. Promotes savings 

The availability of financial claims in a marketable form, with proper assur
ance on quality in the form of credit ratings and with the double safety net of 
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trustees or others, makes it possible for the lay investors to invest in direct 
financial claims at attractive rates. This has a salubrious effect on savings. 

4. Reduces costs 

As discussed above, securitization tends to eliminate fund-based intermedi
aries and leads to specialization in intermediation functions. This saves the 
end-user company from intermediation costs, as the specialised-intermediary 
costs are service-related and generally lower. Securitization connects a lend
ing activity directly to capital markets, thereby more efficiently connecting the 
P.fovider of funds (the capital markets) with the user of funds (borrowers 
in the system). More will be explained later in this chapter on the impact of 
securitization on the cost of funding in a system. 

Another reason why securitization' . ved to reduce costs is the tranching 
of risk or structuring of s nus·is ·an imp t attribute of securitiza
tion and this is where alchemy of securitization . s (see the next section). 

~. Diversifies risk ---... j4J1I/h 1f£9.t/~h/?1 
Financial intermediation is a case of diffusion of risk because of accumulation 
by the intermediary of a portfolio of financial risks. Securitization further dif
fuses such diversified risk to a wide ba . rs, and the result is that the 
risk inherent in financial trans . n~gets'wldely iffused. The former chair- {t(tl--rljfhll 
man of the Federal Reserv , Alan Greenspa auded the risk-modulating 00 
impact of securitization thus: 11 es ' ments (securitization, COOs) have 1 tL- I 
been used to disperse risk to those willing, and presumably able, to bear it. 6I)t/llt/Jr. 
Indeed, credit decisions as a result are often made contingent on the ability 
to layoff significant parts of the risk. Such dispersal of risk has contributed 
greatly to the ability of banks - indeed of the financial system - to weather 
recent stresses. More generally, the development of these instruments and iJI11'){v1t
techniques has led to greater credit availability, to a more efficient allocation . tM(/&t ~r)of risk and resources, and to stronger financial markets."l? tt<.il ~ 

A il {wi I(\4/1 v 
p J~.}-.(.. 

Focuses on use of resources,not their ownership . / ~~,,'0Aj 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e~o~w~ne~r~o~f~s~uC~h~b' ~. ~~~pj ~M 
.... ~\iJllV' I 

who thereafter acg i!il ~~2jm< on being carried not .{t.v t':/;t.(fVuJC 0 

only financial claims but further to claims in physical assets being securitized, ql{ ~1I\ot.. ~ 
wherein the entity needing use of the physical assets acquires such without VII. 
owning the property. The ro er is dif er investor rou . ~ 

In this sense, securitization carrie Gandhi's idea f a capitalist being, a ~ 

trustee of resources and not the owner. ' ~ 

~I 0'tL 
7. Smooths the impact of recession - ~c-.-.l(L~ bf"" 


~' .\V-

In 1991, when the U.S. economy was passing through recession, securitization (,~(t 
was booming. A December 1991 article in Institutional Investor said: "The e,. ~\El~ Q.... 
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asset-backed securities market is roaring its way through the recession with 
record issuance and reliable performance that prove it has come of age." In 
2001-2002, the global economy passed through multifarious problems such as 
large bankruptcies and terrorism, blft securitization markets have continued 
to grow, and the growth has been widespread across different sectors. 
Evidently, more money is being raised by credit card securitization than in the 
past, which means consumer spending is being propped up by the capital 
markets. More auto loans have been securitized in 2002 than in the past, so 
auto sales have been supported by securitization. All this tends to ease the 
impact of economic recession. 

The alchemy of securitization: 

Is the sum of parts more than the whole? 


An essential economic question often raised is: Does securitization lead to any 
overall social benefit? After alt securitization breaks a company - a set of 
yarious assets into various subsets of classified assets, and offers them tp 
investors. Imagine a world without securitiza' . ach investor taking a risk 
in the unclassified, composite compan _ ' . ' 0, ow does it serve an 
economic purpose if the company' "de-c(;mposed" d sold to different 
investors? 

We have discussed earlier that securitization essentially involves putting a 
section of investors in a position of priority over others. If there is any advan
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Box 1.6 Is the sum of parts 
greater than the whole? 

• 	 The firm itself is a pool 
and all that securitization 
does is decompose it into 
various asset pools. 

• 	 The sum of these pools 
must be equal to the sum 
of the parts, because 
logically there cannot be 
any arbitrage in mere 
differentiation and 
integration. 

• 	 However, markets are not 
arbitrage free. Experience 
proves that there is 
arbitrage in segmentation. 

• 	 This is the same as there 
are classes for every walk 

tage for these investors, it is at the cost of the other 
investors, and therefore, the sum of the risk-return 
profile of these different investors should add back to 
that of the firm as a whole. 

The alchemy of structured finance 

Structured finance, generically, relies on the essential 
principle that there is an arbitrage in risk-reward tranch
ing, and that of the parts is different from the 
whole. L' _ 0 iety, the investor fraternity 
is rna ofmequalities all ar d, such as unequal risk-
return a' preference to a payback period 
and pattern, etc. Therefore,{itructuring - carving out dif
ferent statures or priorities, patterns and preference.]}f0r 
different investors, makes eminent sense. 

The most evident example of the alchemy of securiti
zation is arbitrage activity. An arbitrage vehicle buys 
assets, and finances the same issuing asset-backed secu
rities, thereby making an arbitrage profit in the process. 
Obviously, there is no reason for the weighted average 
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that there is an arbitra e involved in stratification of the risks in t asset 

£ortfolio. -4 /lk.~sl1~ ~r~kJ J/"~M/ -//}"f /n /. f/o..~. ~4/l/~~ 1.4 
. /+J ~lei mll'~/RI1Jf 1,dlJ'o/ /t h(p4.?/' ~~,.fhc/ ~t'l/1/~ I~~ 

Structured fmance tJ/ './Jfl; h~#" .6/"~ lJ~x Alttl/JL ~7 JL-4/4.m Uk / ~ 
The ,inc; Ie of stmctured finance believes in structural a . tra e which rna ::;:;:;;; 
be theoreticall dis uted but has been rac' -ub"s'erved uite . rl . a,: ltJ ty1 . 11 

Professor Steven Schwarcz in his boo Structured Finance18 has ar ued at?£f')~t;t~ 
len th that securitization does reduce ftm . ion and Yf'Jhtr"IIJ?Jt 
therefore is not a zero sum game. His arguments essentially hinge on the eco- ./ntft'./f-;.,KII.Ylt ~ 
nomic rationale for secured lending, as any secured lending by definition puts .fl'lh/t;: tr1~h/l 
the secured lender at priority to the unsecured one. Also, securitization cre- tI~t5 )/J'5 If 
ates a capital market avenue, and certainly capital market funding is more 1h1/l14 ~1l7111.. 
efficient than funding by intermediaries . The role of intermediaries is impor- /Jep (17 ~ ~PI 
tant for credit creation and capital allocation, but funding should come from /niIJlllj If;/UN!/" 
where it eventually comes - households. ~mt/Jj) f1P {}' 

~~ If 1-t-'P -:;14111 ~ 
Lower costs due to higher leverage jA-/11e.. . 
After the bankruptcy of Enron in late 2001, securitization came into sharp 
focus and academicians on one hand and investment bankers on the other 
entered into the popular duel of whether securitization reduces lending costs 
at all. Rating agency Moody's released a compendium of its views on securi
tization called Moody's Perspective 1987-2002: Securitization and its Effect on the 
Credit Strength of Companies. In response to its own question, Moody's had the 
following comment to make: 

Does securitization provide access to low-cost fun~ing? 
Not really. Many in the market believe that securitization offers "cheap 
funding" because the pricing on the debt issued in a securitization transac
tion is typically lower than pricing on the company's unsecured borrow
ings. However, the securitization debt is generally backed by high-quality 
assets, cash held in reserve funds, and may be over-collateralized. This 
means that the telatively lower pricing comes at the expense of providing 
credit enhancement to support the securitization debt. 

It is true that credit enhancement by way of over-collateralization or other
wise is an inl1erent cost for the securitization transaction, but it is important to 
understand the nature of credit enhancement. In normal corporate funding, 
the equity of the firm is the credit enhancement for the lender, as equity is the 
first loss capital of the firm. The extent of such credit enhancement - appropriate 
leverage ratios for the firm - is in general extraneously fixed either by regula
tion or lending practices. For example, a straight-jacket debt/equity norms of 
a traditional lender, or the capital adequacy norms of financial regulators, put 
limits on the leverage. Thereby, firms are forced to require much higher credit 
enhancements in the form of equity than warranted. In the case of securitiza
tion, the required credit enhancement is related to the expected losses in the 
portfolio, and so it is directly connected with the risks of the portfolio. 
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